
WRITING A BOOK REVIEW KS2 WORKSHEET

Our Book Review Template for KS2 English learners is brilliant for helping them write the best review they can.

Choose the things that fit this particular book best. Children don't have read storybooks only. Children should
be encouraged to read and look at a variety of reading material that is fiction and non-fiction. If it is written in
poetic form, does it rhyme? You may spend half of the review on this section. Another possibility is to set up
the major conflict in the book and leave it unresolved Sometimes the waiting is the hardest part or He didn't
know what he stood to lose or Finding your purpose in life can be as easy as finding a true friend. Not always!
Do they appear in other books? Why would you recommend this book to other children? Is it easy to
understand the ideas? If they can't answer a question, it gives them a reason to go back and find the answer.
Historical fiction? They are more likely to understand what they are reading if they have an interest in the
reading material. Are the illustrations helpful? Who was your favorite character, and why? What was your
favorite part? As you write about the theme, try to identify what makes the book worth reading. And the man
Jack â€” who killed the rest of Nobody's family â€” is itching to finish the job. Would it be a useful addition to
a school or public library? Some start books but never get to the end of them. You may wish to include
examples of these things. Is it hard to follow? How long is the book? Let's keep that a surprise. Would any
reader enjoy this book? Does the book engage your emotions? When you write about the setting in a review,
include more than just the location. Writing about the plot is the trickiest part of a review because you want to
give the reader a feel for what the book is about without spoiling the book for future readers. Is it a series?


